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Governance	  of	  the	  Arctic
◆ Why?	  	  	  	  Transnational	  challenges	  
◆ Who	  will	  respond	  ?	  	  	  	  Government,	  

related	  stakeholder,	  non-‐governmental	  
body++	  

◆ Which	  platform?	  	  	  Scientific	  and	  
technical,	  diplomatic,	  political,	  legal,	  
acadamic++	  

◆ What	  kind	  of	  approach?	  Building	  blue	  
partnership	  to	  conduct	  multilateral	  and	  
bilateral	  Cooperation



Panorama of Governance of the 
Arctic Region

Rapid changes in 
the Arctic 

Environment 
protection Ecosystem……

Cross-region issues attract participants 
within and outside the Arctic region 

Intellectual cooperation in the Arctic 
faces new opportunities 



Geographic	  scope:	  the	  Arctic	  Region	  
composes	  two	  parts

➢ The Arctic Ocean 
• The smallest and most shallow ocean of 

the world	  

• Connecting with Pacific Ocean through 
Bering Strait and with Atlantic Ocean 
through Norwegian Sea, Greenland Sea, 
straits among Canadian islands and 
Baffin Bay…	  

➢ The landmass and islands



The Legal Region and Geopolitical 
Situation of the Arctic



Arctic Circle 
66°33ʹ′ 
21 M km2



• International,	  regional,	  various	  
national	  governance	  bodies	  
• Diversified	  actors	  in	  government,	  
business	  and	  social	  field,	  such	  as	  
indigenous	  community	  and	  NGO	  
• Participation	  by	  both	  the	  Arctic	  and	  
non-‐Arctic	  countries

The Outstanding Characteristic: 
Pluralism



The Arctic governance bodies

Arctic	  
Council

Barents	  Euro-‐
Arctic	  Council

The	  Arctic	  
Economic	  
Council

IMO UN
Intergovernmental	  
Panel	  on	  Climate	  

Change
Related	  fishery	  
organizations	   ……



➢ The international forum is a special 
supplement to Arctic governance. It has 
bridged the dialogue between the countries 
around the Arctic and other countries. It is an 
effective stage for all participants to exchange 
views and display achievements. 
• Arctic Circle Conference 
• International Arctic Forum 
• China-Nordic Arctic Cooperation Symposium 
• ......

Platforms



➢A leading intergovernmental forum 
promoting cooperation, coordination 
and interaction among the Arctic states, 
Arctic Indigenous communities and 
other Arctic inhabitants on common 
Arctic issues, in particular on issues of 
sustainable development and 
environmental protection in the Arctic	  
• the issuance of declarations, reports, 

resolutions of soft law nature, to 
binding instruments of hard law 
nature

The role of Arctic Council: 
Prominent Position



• Agreement on Cooperation on 
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and 
Rescue in the Arctic, 2011 

• Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil 
Pollution Preparedness and Response in 
the Arctic，2013 

• Agreement on Enhancing International 
Arctic Scientific Cooperation ，2017

Three binding instruments



➢ From Arctic Council to diversified institution 
and mechanism	  

➢ From protection of environment extend to many 
other areas covering almost all aspects of Arctic 
affairs, such as 	  

• Protecting the rights of indigenous peoples 
• Conservation of ecosystem	  

• Arctic navigation	  

• Scientific investigation and research	  

• Development and  preservation of natural 
resources 

Wide range of governance



➢ The Legal Systems  
Applicable to the Arctic



Implementation of soft laws and 
hard laws together

∆ Coexistence  
↠ International law	  

↠ Regional agreements	  

↠ Bilateral treaties	  

↠ Domestic laws, regulations,…



∆ Varied Effectiveness 
↠ Subject of the legal norms	  

↠ Scope of application	  

↠ Rights and obligations	  

∆ Names: 

↠ Convention –UNCLOS	  

↠ Treaty-Svalbard Treaty	  

↠ Agreements-three agreements 
↠ Other International Instrument-Polar Code





The	  Arctic	  Region:	  different	  legal	  statues

●Lands and Islands: territorial sovereignty  
of Canada, USA, Russia, Denmark and Norway 	  

●Seas: water column 
- Under national jurisdiction of 8 countries, Canada, USA, 

Russia, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Swiss and Iceland 
- High Seas 

●Seabed and subsoil 
- Continental shelf under national jurisdiction of 8 	  
- “Area”



























Incomplete	  statistics: 
	  Legal	  documents	  	  >40
➢ International	  and	  regional	  

treaties	  and	  agreements	  
● Safety	  navigation,	  cargo	  and	  passengers	  	  
● Natural	  resources:	  fishery	  
● Protection	  of	  environment,	  ecosystem	  

● Marine	  scientific	  research	  

● Responsibility	  and	  compensation













➢ Proposal of Building 
Blue Partnership



➢ Geographically, China is a "Near-Arctic State", 
one of the continental States that are closest to 
the Arctic Circle. 

➢  The natural conditions of the Arctic and their 
changes have a direct impact on China's 
climate system and ecological environment, 
and, in turn, on its economic interests in 
agriculture, forestry, fishery, marine industry 
and other sectors.

China is an important 
stakeholder in Arctic affairs



➢ 1925, China joined the Spitsbergen Treaty and 
started to participate in addressing the Arctic 
affairs 

➢ China's membership in the International Arctic 
Science Committee in 1996 marked its more 
active participation in scientific research in the 
Arctic 

➢ 1999, China has organized a number of scientific 
expeditions in the Arctic, with its research vessel 
Xue Long as the platform

China has long been 
involved in Arctic affairs



➢ 2004, Yellow River Station in the 
Spitsbergen, Norway 

➢ By the end of 2017, China has carried out 
eight scientific expeditions in the Arctic 
Ocean, and conducted research for 14 
years with the Yellow River Station as the 
base

Scientific Research 
in the Arctic



➢ The year 2005 saw China as the first 
Asian country to host the Arctic Science 
Summit Week, a high-level conference on 
Arctic affairs 

➢ In 2013, China became an accredited 
observer to the Arctic Council 

➢ On January 26, 2018, Information Office 
of the State Council of the People's 
Republic of China publishes China’s 
Arctic Policy, White Paper

Development of the Arctic



to understand, protect, 
develop and participate 
in the governance of the 
Arctic   
to safeguard the 
common interests of all 
countries and the 
international 
community in the Arctic   
To promote sustainable 
development of the 
Arctic

China's Arctic Policy

China's 
policy 
goals 
on the 
Arctic



In order to realize the above-
mentioned policy goals

China will 
participate in 
Arctic affairs 
in accordance 
with the basic 
principles of 

respect

cooperation

win-win result 

sustainability



China’s policies and Positions on  
Participating in Arctic Affairs

Deepening 
the 
exploration 
and 
understand-
ing of the 
Arctic

Protecting 
the eco-
environment 
of the Arctic 
and 
addressing 
climate 
change

Utilizing 
Arctic 
resources in 
a lawful and 
rational 
manner 

Participating 
actively in 
Arctic 
governance 
and 
international 
cooperation 

Promoting 
peace and 
stability in 
the Arctic



➢ China and Nordic countries can grasp 
the golden period for conducting 
China-Nordic Arctic cooperation 
• As for Nordic countries, in the next decade, 

it is mainly the Nordic countries who will 
assume the chairmanship of the Arctic 
Council	  

• As for China, the Arctic is expected to 
become an important starting point for the 
development of the "5+1" sub-regional 
cooperation model



➢ It is a golden period for China and the 
Nordic countries to carry out multi-
dimensional cooperation and exchanges 
from various fields such as politics, 
academic, and business, in order to 
increase understanding and respect of 
each other's concerns, seek for a fitting 
point of interest, to get win-win 
achievement, then to expand more areas 
and spaces for future cooperation.





Contribution of China to Arctic  
Shipping Routes 

Economic 
field

Environmental 
field 

Scientific  
field 

Safety 
aspects 

Cooperate	  with	   
costal	  states	  in	  facilities 
construction; 
By	  virtue	  of	   
“the	  	  belt	  and	  road”,	   
promote	  the 
development	  of	  	  the 
economy	  along	  the	   
Arctic	  shipping	  roads

Balance	  the	  	   
relationship 
Between	  environ 
-‐ment 
protection	  and	  	   
Navigation	  Value

Promote	  the	   
multilateral	   
and	  bilateral	   
cooperation 
on	  scientific	   
research	  -‐ 
Xue	  Long 
friendship	  envoy 

Due	  regard	  to	   
the	  safety 
concerns	  of	   
costal	  States； 
advocate	  the	   
peaceful	   
use	  of	  Arctic	   
shipping 
	  routes

Promoter	  	  of	  Win-‐win	   
cooperation	  	  of	  Arctic	  waterways; 
Advocate	  of	  the	  peaceful	  use	  of	   
the	  waterways; Balancer	  of 
	  environmental	  protection	   
and	  navigation	  interests 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

"Respect,	   
Cooperation 
	  and	  Win-‐win"



Brightly	  future	  for	  cooperation
➢The	  Arctic	  is	  becoming	  a	  region	  where	  

pioneering	  sophisticated	  technologies	  	  will	  
play	  a	  central	  role	  and	  create	  new	  markets	  in	  
the	  midterm.	  These	  technologies	  include	  
autonomous	  unmanned	  vessels,	  remote-‐
piloted	  vehicles,	  marine	  robots,	  drones,	  
small-‐scale	  liquefied	  natural	  gas	  projects,	  
cruise	  yachts	  and	  research	  vessels,	  
blockchain	  operations	  and	  offshore	  "green	  
energy".—by	  Artur	  Gushchin	  |	  China	  Daily	  Africa	  |	  Updated:	  
2017-‐06-‐30	  09:5



China's	  Alipay,	  Norway's	  tourism	  agency	  forge	  
mutual	  promotion	  partnership  
Xinhua	  |	  Updated:	  2017-‐09-‐22	  10:22

● China's	  leading	  mobile	  and	  online	  payment	  service	  Alipay	  
and	  Norway's	  tourism	  promotion	  agency,	  	  Scandinavian	  
Tourist	  Board	  (STB),	  a	  joint	  initiative	  by	  Denmark	  and	  
Norway	  for	  promoting	  tourism	  in	  China,	  on	  Thursday	  
announced	  a	  mutual	  promotion	  partnership	  to	  provide	  
better	  services	  to	  Chinese	  tourists	  in	  the	  Nordic	  country.	  

● "Now	  with	  this	  partnership	  with	  Alipay,	  we	  will	  further	  support	  
them	  in	  deploying	  Alipay	  services	  in	  this	  region,	  which	  will	  
strengthen	  the	  advantages	  of	  Norway	  as	  well	  as	  the	  Nordics	  as	  
a	  Chinese-‐friendly	  destination,"	  said	  Per	  Holte,	  chairman	  of	  
STB	  and	  head	  of	  tourism	  in	  Asia	  and	  Latin	  America	  at	  
Innovation	  Norway.



Cooperation	  between	  China	  and	  Finland
➢ China	  and	  Finland	  launched	  a	  committee	  for	  

innovative	  business	  in	  June	  2017,	  two	  months	  
after	  Chinese	  President	  Xi	  Jinping	  paid	  a	  state	  visit	  
to	  the	  northern	  European	  country	  in	  April	  2017	  

➢ Vuorio	  told	  Xinhua	  in	  a	  recent	  interview	  [Xinhua	  |	  
Updated:	  2017-‐12-‐31	  16:00]:	  

	  	  	  	  	  Huge	  potential	  lies	  in	  the	  innovation	  
cooperation	  between	  Finland	  and	  China	  
especially	  in	  the	  coming	  years,	  said	  Petri	  
Vuorio,	  director	  for	  international	  trade	  of	  the	  
Confederation	  of	  Finnish	  Industries



 
Belt	  and	  Road	  Initiative	  has	  won	  positive	  reaction	  in	  
Finland
● Praising	  the	  initiative,	  Vuorio	  said	  the	  opportunities	  for	  
better	  cooperation	  lie	  in	  areas	  such	  as	  transportation,	  
technology,	  energy	  and	  infrastructure,	  "where	  the	  
demand	  and	  Finnish	  technological	  solutions	  meet	  
almost	  perfectly."	  

●One	  example	  is	  the	  working	  group	  on	  maritime	  
logistics,	  which	  "is	  close	  to	  the	  opportunities	  of	  the	  
Belt	  and	  Road	  Initiative,"	  said	  Vuorio,	  "We	  can	  
combine	  our	  expertise	  in	  cooperation	  projects	  in	  
third	  countries	  with	  the	  need	  of	  technologies	  there	  
when	  it	  comes	  to	  the	  harbors."



President	  Xi	  meets	  with	  parliamentary	  leaders	  of	  Nordic	  
and	  Baltic	  countries	  in	  Beijing,	  Jan	  10,	  2018 
The delegates include Finland‘s Speaker of Parliament Maria 
Lohela, Norway’s Olemic Thommessen, Iceland’s Steingrimur J. 
Sigfusson, Estonia’s Eiki Nestor, Latvia’s Inara Murniece, 
Lithuania’s Viktoras Pranckietis and Sweden’s deputy speaker 
Eva Thalen Finne 



Xi	  meets	  visiting	  Nordic,	  Baltic	  
legislative	  officials
China	  and	  countries	  of	  the	  Nordic	  
and	  Baltic	  regions	  should	  respect	  
each	  other's	  core	  interests	  and	  major	  
concerns	  following	  a	  principle	  of	  
mutual	  benefit,	  equal	  treatment	  and	  
inclusiveness,	  President	  Xi	  Jinping	  
said	  on	  Wednesday,	  10	  Jan.	  2018



Nordic	  contemporary	  
art	  exhibition	  
unveiled	  in	  Xiamen 
chinadaily.com.cn 
Updated: 2018-04-09

Chinese dishes bring 
heat to icy country 
chinadaily.com.cn | Updated: 
2018-04-03  
11:44 
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